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Whatever you want to bind and tie together, we have the right products and 
solutions. Our experience with the corresponding materials and technologies 
stretches back to 1964, giving us superior knowledge that is used by customers 
worldwide for the optimisation of their working processes. As a family 
business founded by Erich and Renate Baumeister, we combine traditional 
values, such as reliability and continuity, with innovative strength and 
individuality. The result is an extensive range of standard and special solutions 
that sets standards throughout the industry.

The following pages provide an overview of our current products. Should you 
require additional, personalised information, please get in touch with 
us directly.

www.erichbaumeister.com

Holding things together.
Erich Baumeister GmbH:
Your partner for professional bundling, finishing 
and strapping.
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Experience the quality of our products for yourself:
All products labelled with numbers can be found as samples on 
the last page of the catalogue.
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Textile Loops
For the stylish refinement of high-quality products.

Textile Loops, Butcher’s String, and Pre-tied Elastic Loops offer attractive alternatives to conventional elastic bands.
Their high-strenght, UV resistance and appealing look make them suitable for a broad range of uses, particularly in 
the food sector as well as beyond. Our Pre-tied Loops are perfect for attaching paper and fabric covers to jam or 
bottling jars, emphasising the exclusive look of your finished product.

Our Textile Loops are also great for conveniently and securely bundling electrical cables. The potential is virtually 
unlimited. Together with our customers we are constantly developing new applications for our Textile Loops and 
Pre-tied Loops.

Our full range can be found in our online shop.
www.erichbaumeister.com

Handmade Pre-tied Loops make your products stand out from the crowd. Our Textile Loops are also suitable for attaching tags.The right Textile Loop for all your needs.
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Textile Loops for food
Securely tied with an appetising look.

Our Butcher’s String offers a simple and secure way of tying and packaging a wide variety of foods and can be supplied 
to meet your individual requirements in terms of colour, length and material. We produce specialist certified Butcher’s 
String for the food sector, made from heat-proof Elastic String which is approved for direct contact with foodstuffs; 
useful for meat products such as joints, roulades as well as many other delicate food items.

For the specialist needs of the meat industry we offer pre-tied poultry loops which simplify and economise further
processing. Coloured Textile Loops are available on request.

Our full range can be found in our online shop.
www.erichbaumeister.com

Everything safely in hand – for consumers too. Fast, automatic tying with our ADT String-Tying Machine (page 20) and appropriate Elastic String (page 14).
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Clip Loops
Flexible, customised packaging aids.

We manufacture your customised Clip Loops from Elastic String in the colour and length of your choice complete 
with a brass or tinned brass clip. The reliably high-quality finish which prevents the ends from fraying is achieved by 
means of a heat-cut system. We also heat-cut elastic string to produce lengths of Cut String. Our Cross Loops can be 
used not only to hold piles of paper, exercise books and documents together; they also combine high stability and an 
attractive look when tying up and decorating gifts. If desired, we can produce your Cross Loops with a secure seal that 
can be engraved with letters.

Additionally, our Labelling Service offers diverse opportunities for your individual customisation: we provide your 
labels, brochures and bookmarks with elastic or non-elastic string, joined with a metal clip.

Our full range can be found in our online shop.
www.erichbaumeister.com

An array of colours for an individual look. Perfect solutions for a “homemade” look.
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Easy, quick and secure: bunching products together with Elastic Bands.
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Rubber Bands
All-round resilience and security.

We offer a large selection of Rubber Bands made from natural rubber in a variety of colours, dimensions, qualities 
and rubber ratios. They are manufactured from high-quality, sustainably produced rubber that is non-toxic, 
environmentally friendly and even compostable. This makes them particularly suitable for horticultural applications, 
amongst others. 

Our range also includes Pallet Bands for securing boxes on pallets. On request, we can make Pallet Tension Bands 
from rubber strapping in your required dimensions. We would be happy to provide you with a quote.

Our full range can be found in our online shop.
www.erichbaumeister.com
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Pallet Tension Straps help to secure boxed goods.
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Elastomer Bands
Elastic bands with a colourful touch.

Are you looking for elastic bands with a decorative aspect that catches the eye – not merely dull red, white or grey? Our 
Elastomer Bands satisfy this requirement perfectly, featuring bright colours, individual widths and custom dimensions. 

Their composition makes Elastomer Bands highly UV- and water-resistant, robust and impervious to most chemicals. 
Their colouring is harmless and makes for a visual highlight. They can be used in a very wide variety of applications – 
from tensioning, closing, bunching and even cooking to packaging, decorating and setting special accents.

Our full range can be found in our online shop.
www.erichbaumeister.com
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Customised colours and dimensions. Elastomer Bands keep things together that belong together whilst adding colourful accents.
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Automatic tying with ADT String-Tying Machine (page 20).

Elastic String
Optimal material for all requirements.

We offer a very wide selection of Elastic String in an array of colour made from a broad range of materials using a 
variety of manufacturing techniques. Invariably you benefit from an optimal price-performance ratio. Our range 
includes Elastic String, Butcher’s String, Braided Elastic Cord and Elastic Thread. High-Performance Yarn for use 
with our String-Tying Machines are supplied with a polypropylene covering.

For use with String-Tying Machines we supply technical rubber threads with various textile coverings and stretch
characteristics.

Our full range can be found in our online shop.
www.erichbaumeister.com

Extensive range of materials and colours.Non-fraying cut ends.
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Bungee Cords
For professionalism and simplicity everywhere. 

We offer a variety of Bungee Cords and Bungee Cord Loops for reliable and resilient securing and fastening solutions. 
We also supply associated accessories from the brands MONOFLEX, MULTIFLEX and ECOFLEX. All Bungee Cords are
made from material of an excellent quality and withstand strong loads. Their durable coating and high weather- and 
lightresistant properties make them extremely durable – even when subjected to industrial use. 

We offer products for a wide variety of requirements – for example in relation to abrasion, breaking force and stiffness. 
Our Bungee Cords provide you with security wherever and whenever.

Our full range can be found in our online shop.
www.erichbaumeister.com

Reliable Bungee Cords for professional use.Customised strengths, materials and colours. Available with branded accessories on request. Visible and tangible high-quality material.
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Self-adhesive Seals
Small stickers with a big impact.

Using our Self-adhesive Seals, you can create visual messages wherever you like and wherever they will generate
additional attention. Possible uses range from paper bags, price tags, labels and packaging to bottles, glasses and 
documents – and beyond. We will be happy to stamp the Seals with your logo or a motif of your choice.

The Self-adhesive Seals are produced from a synthetic wax, developed in-house, that looks like conventional wax but 
offers considerably greater flexibility and resistance to breakage. According to the colour, motif and use, they help to 
create a very distinct, exclusive, handcrafted impression. The light stickers are also suitable for further processing by 
machine or for sending in or on envelopes.

Our full range can be found in our online shop.
www.erichbaumeister.com

Self-adhesive Seals: easy positioning and a strong impression. Large selection of colours and motifs. Lend a touch of elegance and exclusivity to invitations and similar items.
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ADT String-Tying Machine
Secure tying and knotting with our Tying Machines.

A wide range of products, including bouquets of flowers, tubes, reels of cable, laundry and bundles of letters can be 
reliably tied using our professional ADT String-Tying Machines for Elastic String. The machines, which offer top 
performance whilst being simple to operate, can also be used for quickly and securely tying small or particularly 
delicate products, such as fresh vegetables. 

The Knotting / String-Tying Machines are equipped with a start lever in the table top or a foot-operated switch. The 
String-Tying Machines enable tension-proof tying of any product irrespective of its height. They are particularly 
suitable for tying electrical wire, cable, ribbon, tubes, wire rope and numerous other products.

Our full range can be found in our online shop.
www.erichbaumeister.com

Greater efficiency for product packaging.For use with a wide range of Elastic String.
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Technical data ADT-I-90-250 ADT-I-90-500 ADT-I-160-250 ADT-I-160-250 T ADT-I-160-500

Product height 0.5 cm to 7 cm 0.5 cm to 7 cm 0.5 cm to 16 cm 0.5 cm to 16 cm 0.5 cm to 16 cm

Product depth 0.5 cm to 25 cm max. 50 cm 0.5 cm to 25 cm cm 25 cm to the first knotter, 
plus 16 cm to the second knotter

0.5 cm to 50 cm

Internal diameter min. 12 cm min. 12 cm min. 19 cm – min. 19 cm

Machine dimensions 44 × 41 × 57 cm (L × W × H) 67 × 45 × 57 cm (L × W × H) 44 × 41 × 65 cm (L × W × H) 58 × 45 × 65 cm (L × W × H) 67 × 45 × 65 cm (L × W × H)

Worktop dimensions 34 × 44 cm 34 × 61 cm 34 × 44 cm 34 × 52 cm 34 × 61 cm

Weight 33 kg 45 kg 33 kg 50 kg 45 kg

Motor 230 volts; 0.37 kW 230 volts; 0.37 kW 230 volts; 0.37 kW 230 volts; 0.37 kW 230 volts; 0.37 kW

Speed 1 sec. per tying process 1 sec. per tying process 1 sec. per tying process 1 sec. per tying process 1 sec. per tying process

ADT String-Tying Machine
Technical data for all models.

Quick and simple tying of all kinds of cables and wires. Our ADT String-Tying Machines can be used everywhere – by craftsmen, in industry and in floristry.
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ADT Tag-Tying Machine
Efficient processing of labels by hand and foot.

Using the semi-automatic ADT Tag-Tying Machine, you can produce tags quickly, efficiently and flexibly. Simply draw 
the punched tags through the machine by hand; the ADT Tag-Tying Machine will automatically knot the string. The 
device is suitable for a wide range of Elastic String, in a multitude of lengths and an array of tag sizes and layouts. 
Easy adjustment and operation ensure that processing pays off even for the smallest of orders.

Our full range can be found in our online shop.
www.erichbaumeister.com

Dozens of benefits: tag tying using the ADT Tag-Tying Machine

Elastic Band Buncher
Enhanced automatic bunching.

Bunching items by hand is a thing of the past: our proven Elastic Band Bunchers make it considerably easier for you 
to bunch together a wide variety of products and objects, saving you time and work. Simply insert the Elastic Band, let 
the machine stretch it and automatically position it around the product – done!
The high-quality machines made from stainless steel are operated exclusively using compressed air. For special 
applications designs can be customised – just talk to us.

Our full range can be found in our online shop.
www.erichbaumeister.com

Our Elastic Band Bunchers enable quicker work processes – simply and securely.
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Wreath-Binding Equipment / Materials

Our Deco-300 Wreath-Binding Machine allows you to quickly and securely bind wreaths with internal diameters of 
at least 12 cm. The device’s ease of use and stability make it a piece of cake to bind attractive Advent and decorative 
wreaths as well as garlands using Wreath-Wrapping Tape. A wide variety of attractive products – whether flower wreaths 
or wreaths for special occasions – can be designed and made using our Wreath-Binding and Wrapping Materials. 

Our Wreath-Binding Machine provides you with an optimal basis for the fast and secure binding of wreaths – 
including straw wreaths – and garlands. We spool and cut Wreath-Wrapping Thread and Tape from a wide range of 
materials. We adhere precisely to the required number of metres in production and offer you short delivery times. 
Take advantage of our full range: we can offer you all materials required for wreath manufacturing – from string to 
non-woven material and synthetic thread.

Also available from us: Straw Wreath-Binding Machines for the production of straw wreaths.

Our full range can be found on our website.
www.erichbaumeister.com

All-round performance for all requirements.

Bind wreaths quickly and easily with our Wreath-Binding Machine.
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Ease of use and stability.
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